The model Lysozyme-PSSNa system for electrostatic complexation: Similarities and differences with complex coacervation.
We review, based on structural information, the mechanisms involved when putting in contact two nano-objects of opposite electrical charge, in the case of one negatively charged polyion, and a compact charged one. The central case is mixtures of PSS, a strong flexible polyanion (the salt of a strong acid, and with high linear charge density), and Lysozyme, a globular protein with a global positive charge. A wide accurate and consistent set of information in different situations is available on the structure at local scales (5-1000Å), due to the possibility of matching, the reproducibility of the system, its well-defined electrostatics features, and the well-defined structures obtained. We have related these structures to the observations at macroscopic scale of the phase behavior, and to the expected mechanisms of coacervation. On the one hand, PSS/Lysozyme mixtures show accurately many of what is expected in PEL/protein complexation, and phase separation, as reviewed by de Kruif: under certain conditions some well-defined complexes are formed before any phase separation, they are close to neutral; even in excess of one species, complexes are only modestly charged (surface charges in PEL excess). Neutral cores are attracting each other, to form larger objects responsible for large turbidity. They should lead the system to phase separation; this is observed in the more dilute samples, while in more concentrated ones the lack of separation in turbid samples is explained by locking effects between fractal aggregates. On the other hand, although some of the features just listed are the same required for coacervation, this phase transition is not really obtained. The phase separation has all the macroscopic aspects of a fluid (undifferentiated liquid/gas phase) - solid transition, not of a fluid-fluid (liquid-liquid) one, which would correspond to real coacervation). The origin of this can be found in the interaction potential between primary complexes formed (globules), which agrees qualitatively with a potential shape of the type repulsive long range attractive very short range. Finally we have considered two other systems with accurate structural information, to see whether other situations can be found. For Pectin, the same situation as PSS can be found, as well as other states, without solid precipitation, but possibly with incomplete coacervation, corresponding to differences in the globular structure. It is understandable that these systems show smoother interaction potential between the complexes (globules) likely to produce liquid-liquid transition. Finally, we briefly recall new results on Hyaluronan/Lysozyme, which present clear signs of coacervation in two liquid phases, and at the same time the existence of non-globular complexes, of specific geometry (thin rods) before any phase separation. These mixtures fulfill many of the requirements for complex coacervation, while other theories should also be checked like the one of Shklovskii et al.